
School

Scene 1: *School bell rings* Three children just finished class and are walking home from 
school. As they are walking home, one listens to music, one reads a book and the 
other is uses a electronic device.



BOOK

Scene 2: As these children are walking home, they approach a school-zone crosswalk. 



Scene 3: Just as the kids are about to take a step off the curb while being distracted. A vehicle 
speeds through the crosswalk. Kids are shocked and the police officer steps right in 
and holds them back towards the sidewalk. 



Scene 4: Police Officer does a  “no” gesture. 



BOOK

Scene 5: The Police Officer then points out the children’s headphones (music), book and 
electronic device and tells/gestures them to put it away. 



Scene 6: Chilld 1 takes off headphones



Scene 7: Child 2 puts their device away



Scene 8: Child 3 puts their book back into their backpack



Scene 9: Police Officer will gesture the children to look out for vehicles. 



LOOK

Scene 10: The Police Officer will check left first and then check right and check left again.



Scene 11: Once the police officer has done so, the children will step up and also look left, 
after, they’ll look right and then look left again.



LISTEN

Scene 12: After checking, the police officer will point towards their ears and gesture the 
children to LISTEN. A cyclist or an emergency may drive by.



Scene 13: The children put their hands up to their ears and listens out for any vehicles or 
cyclists.



Scene 14: A vehicle approaches from traffic, the kids do a big wave and look at the driver. 
The driver looks back, comes to a full stop and gestures the kids to cross.



Scene 15: Once all is clear, Police officer looks towards the children, smiles and gives them 
a nod.



Scene 16: The children will check left, right and left again and then cross the crosswalk 
with smiles on their faces.



Scene 17: Police Officer talks about thinking for yourself and thinking safe and gives a 
thumbs up. (we may insert dialogue here) 


